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UPDATES - WORKS ON RIVERSIDE ROAD AND
CHEMIN DE LA BEURRERIE
La Pêche, October 18, 2018.
Riverside Road
Following the start of culvert replacement work on Riverside Road, the excavation exercises confirmed
that a Bell Canada duct bank (concrete block used to protect underground cable networks) significantly
conflicts with works. This affects operations and causes a cut of the unique lane opened to traffic.
Therefore, to ensure the safety of road users and workers, and to allow a continuity of the work, a
section of the road will be completely closed to traffic for a period to be determined.
The Public Works Department is working closely with Bell Canada to correct the situation and with the
contractor responsible for the execution of the work to minimize the duration of this closure. Temporary
road signs will be installed accordingly.
To allow you better plan your road time, the Municipality will publish updates very soon to specify which
section will be closed, for how long, as well as the detour route, if necessary.
The Municipality thanks you in advance for your patience and your cooperation.
Chemin de la Beurrerie
Following the closure of Chemin de la Beurrerie on September 28 due to a risk of collapse of the
culvert, a hydraulic study was carried out to resolve the overflowing creek À Parent which crosses it.
Next step will be the replacement of the culvert as soon as the Municipality receives the approval of
Fisheries and Oceans Canada, lead for safeguarding waters and managing Canada's fisheries, oceans
and freshwater resources.
The partial closure of Chemin de la Beurrerie remains in place, as well as the detour route.
The Municipality makes every effort to end the work by the end of October.
The municipality thanks you in advance for your patience and your cooperation.
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